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OVER THE RAINBOW
In July 2014, Gaza was attacked by the Israeli military in a savage
sweep that demolished the region. The attack displaced over eleven
percent of the Gazan population and deprived the region of basic
infrastructures such as farms, schools, hospitals, mosques, and
factories. Casualties included many unarmed civilians and children.
The bombing severely damaged the only power station and targeted
trade tunnels that bypassed Israeli blockades, isolating Gaza in their
wounded state.
Yet in the teeth of crushing cruelties within and without, Gaza seeks
rejuvenation.
From this dedication to rejuvenation came the concept of Over The
Rainbow — an art exhibition featuring work from Palestinian artists
that springs from the spirit of recovering and rebuilding Gaza, but
also spreads to all aspects of the lived Palestinian experience and the
dialogue around it.
Art Palestine International in collaboration with Babycastles presents
Palestinian creators — inside the region and out — in a primarily
digital and video game exhibition. The art resonating out of their
unique and valuable voices express the artists’ relationship with the
lived Palestinian experience and all it encompasses — the hope, hurt,
everyday, and beyond — in vivid multimedia art and interactions.

Leila Abdelrazaq

Smuggling Books zine
This zine “illustrated diary,” which was
nearly banned from entering Canada
after being dubbed “hate propaganda”
by border police, features prints from
Leila’s illustration series about the 2015
Palestine Festival of Literature.
The 100/70/50 print
For Palestinians, 2017 marks 100 years of settler-colonialism, 70 years of systematic ethnic
cleansing, 50 years of military occupation. This illustration, originally commissioned by the
BDS National Committee (BNC) for the Israeli Apartheid Week 2017 poster, was censored
by some of its constituents and modified. This version is the original illustration/design.

Basil al-Araj print
This print commemorates the life and work of Basil al-Araj, a young Palestinian activist,
writer, and pharmacist who was assassinated by Israeli forces in Ramallah on March 6, 2017.

Mahmoud J. Alkurd
“I never thought I could see my life outside what it superficially
appeared; dull, dark, gloomy, and so uncertain. Not until I bought my
camera. That is when I realized that I could choose what to see, how
to see it, and when. I can create my own reality through a len. All of a
sudden, life was full of color again. Life had a different meaning.”

Those who do not understand their miseries should never be proud of their memories.
2015
The photograph depicts a family member lost to each of the wars in Gaza.

Iasmin Omar Ata

BEING
An original video game created for the exhibition.
2017
Being is an abstract adventure game that explores, from a future lens, the past and
present of the Palestinian lived experience. The player controls an avatar from the distant
future of Palestine on a mission to recover artifacts, memories, and messages from a
mysterious house near an old border. The game’s aspiration is to convey various aspects
of living as a Palestinian during the past century, ranging from perpetual grief to enduring hope.
Dedicated to Afaf Ata.

ABOUT BASKALET
Baskalet is mobile gaming start-up based in
Gaza, Palestine. Their talented team of artists
and engineers are crafting deeply culturalized and
highly addictive casual games for Arab players.
Baskalet is named after our unforgettable feelings
toward our favorite fun game as kids, a bicycle.
Our bicycle has been a mixture of joyful feelings,
fresh air and restless rides. As a game studio, we
work to establish a fun, joyful and unforgettable
feeling for every player.

AlSpider is an Arabic game created by Baskalet Game Studio. 2016

Nadia Abu Kharma

Holy Mary Crossing Qalandya Checkpoint
Paper on Panel
50” x 70”
2015

The work poses an existential question (What if the Virgin Mary lived in our time in our
Palestinian war and struggle with the Israeli entity?). Here she is depicted in a scene
crossing one of the Israeli checkpoints —Qalandia checkpoint. She is praying in the land
where heavenly religions and peace-loving peoples gather while wearing a protective tear
gas mask.
Maryam’s work brings together contradictory elements of peace and war. The question
remains, will our mother Virgin make it safe to her destination? Jerusalem, Bethlehem,
Nazareth, perhaps. Will she reach?

Maryam Nowarah

Then What?
Acrylic on Canvas, 79” x 60”, 2016

Then What? is the third of a series of paintings that revolve around the idea of searching
for the answers to these questions: where to? For how long? And then what?
Through these questions, I try to express the case of refugees and their questions about
the present and future.

Lara Abu Ramadan & Karl Hohn

What Will You Take?
An original video game created for the exhibition.
2017
Witnessing three Israeli wars on Gaza Strip gave us an experience in how to run for our
lives when bombs are falling above people’s heads, killing them and destroying their
houses, but that doesn’t mean that everyone can have the time to make it. Lara got the
idea of this video game project with Karl Hohn, after she had the experience of evacuating
her house during 2014, where she was reporting and live streaming with her friend Jehad
Saftawi (whose photographs are featured in the game), from the balcony of their apartment
on the 11th floor in the center of Gaza City. They packed an emergency bag that has the
most important things to take immediately when they leave their house.
This situation calls to mind the standard feature of inventory management in adventure
games. What Will You Take? draws on the style of inventory management from classic
PC adventure games such as The Secret of Monkey Island, King’s Quest, or Alone In The
Dark. Unlike these, What Will You Take? does not present a full game experience, but
instead focuses on examining and interacting with the items packed in an emergency bag.
Rather than serving as tools the player uses to advance through a storyline, the objects in
the bag instead serve to tell a story themselves.

Firas Shehadeh

The Hiatus
Single channel video, 2 channel sound 9’33”
2016
The installation focus on Hannah Arendt’s concept “The Hiatus” through syncing Images
and historical narratives, raising the question of the Arab exodus and constant temporality,
Al Hijrah “migration” and alienation in death-worlds. Mohannad Shanno’s (1990-2015) trip
from Syria to Europe ended in Vienna on the 12th of October 2015 — he came all the way
with a Bone Tumor. The last 25 years were confirmation of the initial concept of hiatus, his
death exposed discontinuity and futility, the constant melancholic Arab journey in a notime/no-space.
The work represents the Masjid “Mosque” cemetery where Mohannad’s body have been
buried as a ground observatory, in combination with a poem titled “Brother” by Arab
immigrant author and poet Mikha’il Na’ima, he wrote it after first world war as a weeping
letter to Arab people who were brought from the colonies and forced to fight and die in
Europe.

Amer Shomali

THE WANTED 18
2015
The Wanted 18 is an interactive portrait of Israel and Palestine — through the eyes of a
group of cows.
It is an animated true story of a group of Israeli cows transported to Palestine during the
First Intifada in the West Bank. The cows at the centre of this multimedia interactive app
were purchased by a group of Palestinian activists in 1987 with the goal of creating a selfsufficient supply of milk for their community.
The Wanted 18’s interactive narrative is supplemented with stop-motion animation, games,
interviews, drawings, video content, and archival material that situate the story within its
historical context. Directed, illustrated, and narrated by acclaimed Palestinian artist Amer
Shomali together with veteran Canadian director Paul Cowan, and developed by Montrealbased creative studio Akufen, The Wanted 18 gives voice to the lives and experiences of
the Palestinian citizens, activists, and farmers who sought freedom and justice in 1987.

Artist Bios
Leila Abdelrazaq

Leila is a Chicago-born, Palestinian author and artist. Her debut graphic novel, Baddawi
(Just World Books 2015) was shortlisted for the 2015 Palestine Book Awards. Her creative
work primarily explores issues related to diaspora, refugees, history, memory, and borders.
Leila has been involved in organizing around the Palestinian cause and the city of Chicago
since 2011. She is currently a core member of For The People Artist’s Collective. She is
also the founder of Bigmouth Press & Comix.

Mahmoud J. Alkurd

Mahmoud Alkurd is a conceptual and fine art photographer who was born photographically
in 2013. He grew up in Gaza and holds a Bachelor’s degree in English literature. Mahmoud
is a self-taught photographer. Driven by passion and eagerness, he started creating
photos that illustrate specific concepts in an artistic way.
Mahmoud participated in many worldwide exhibitions. He also won many local and
international awards. Beside all of that, Mahmoud achieved many personal projects during
the last two years. We Breathe Freedom is the recent-unfinished series that came out to
the spotlight after 51 days of war. 51 days of killing and violence was enough to kill any bit
of hope in Gaza, but on the last drop of the horizon he realized that on this earth is what’s
worth living for.

Iasmin Omar Ata

Iasmin Omar Ata is a comics artist, game designer, and printmaker who creates art about
coping with illness, thoughts on systematic oppression, and relationships with identity.
They and their family are part of the Palestinian diaspora.

Baskalet

Baskalet is a mobile gaming start-up based in Gaza, Palestine. Their talented team of artists and
engineers are crafting deeply culturalized and highly addictive casual games for Arab players.
Besides being a game studio, Baskalet is building games for organizations that believe in the value
of games whether as a tool for education or promotions. www.baskalet.com

Nadia Abu Kharma

Nadia Abu Kharma, was born in Palestine in 1992 in Nablus City, where she now lives
and works. She has a bachelor’s degree in drawing and photography from An-Najah
National University, participated in the exhibitions and activities organized by the Faculty of
Arts inside and outside the university, and is currently working as a free lance artist since
graduation.
Some of Nadia’s group exhibitions include: Young Artists Exhibition at Station Gallery,
Ramallah, 2013; a group exhibition for comics in an organization called Hope Project,
Nablus, 2014; an annual exhibition at the Faculty of Fine Arts, An-Najah National University,
2014; Art Gallery in the Nablus Municipality Cultural Center, 2015; Young Artists Exhibition
in Al-Beera Cultural Center, 2016; and Aamajo Mundi Exhibition of Luciano Benton group,
Italy, 2017.

Maryam Nowarah

Maryam Nowarah is a Palestinian visual artist who has been passionate about art since
her tender age. She started the study of art by attending painting lessons and workshops
until she received her diploma, then a bachelor’s degree in drawing and painting, from
the department of fine arts in Al Najah National University. Maryam’s paintings can be
described as a realistic and conceptual art that circles around a specific idea.
In her first project that was spotlighted in 2015, Maryam expressed an intense focus on
the subject of being a refugee. Maryam and her family are refugees living separately in
Palestine and Syria.
The immigration and alienation that have been taking place in both countries aroused
many questions about the living circumstances of the refugees. How are they going to face
the unknown future and when is this nightmare going to end?

Lara Abu Ramadan

Lara Aburamadan is a photojournalist and visual artist, currently based in California.
She covered humanitarian stories in Gaza Strip where she lived most of her life. Lara
focuses on creating documentary images of everyday life and longer-term stories. On the
other side, Lara’s passion for arts began when she was five years old. She develops her
talent by drawing in different styles. She uses oil, acrylic and watercolors. She loves to
inspire and be inspired.

Firas Shehadeh

(b. 1988 Amman Jordan) Palestinian artist, lives and works in Vienna, Austria.
Firas Shehadeh is an artist, raised between Saudi Arabia and Jordan, from a background
that he developed as a resident of a Palestinian refugee camp in Amman. his work
explores his relationship with the space and the influence of authority on the alteration
of the collective consciousness and identity. He is interested in post-colonial effects,
technology and history.
He finished a degree in architecture in 2008. In 2009, Firas worked on establishing
Torabyeh, a groundbreaking political hip hop project. In 2010, he participated in the
exhibition titled Sentences on the banks and other activities in Darat al Funun in AmmanJordan, and then joined the Darat team from 2010 to 2013. In 2014 he was selected for
the 64th Berlinale – 9th Forum Expanded in Berlin-Germany, and in 2015 he had his first
solo show for the Espai Cub–La Capella, as part of BCN Producció program in BarcelonaSpain. Currently he’s continuing his studies at the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna-Austria.

Amer Shomali

Amer Shomali is a Palestinian multidisciplinary artist, using painting, films, digital media,
installations and comics as tools to explore and interact with the sociopolitical scene in
Palestine. Much of Shomali’s work examines the creation and the use of the Palestinian
revolution’s iconography. His art works are part of several collections: The British Museum,
the Museum of Manufactured Response to Absence (MoMRtA), Birzeit University Museum,
Al-Qattan Foundation; as well as the private collections of Dr. Ramzi Dalloul, Ms. Rana
Sadik, Mr. Hashim Shawa, Mr. Rami Nimer, and Mr. George Al Ama. Shomali co-directed
an award winning animated documentary, The Wanted 18, which premiered at the Toronto
International Film Festival in 2014. The film was awarded the best documentary award in
Abu Dhabi, Carthage, Traverse City, and Al-Jazeera Film Festivals. The Wanted 18 was
in the official submission lists for the foreign language and documentary categories of the
Oscars 88th. Born in Kuwait in 1981, Shomali holds a BSc in Architecture from Birzeit
University in Palestine, and a Master’s degree in Animation from Bournemouth University in
the United Kingdom. He is currently based in Ramallah, Palestine.

Ye Qin Zhu — Curator
Art Palestine International

Ye Qin Zhu exhibits his art in NYC and has been part of Art Palestine International since
2008. From 2014 - 2016 he co-created and co-managed an art school called Redwood
Art Studio. The school taught drawing and painting to the children of the community
he grew up in, Sunset Park (Brooklyn). In 2012, Ye Qin co-created Socotra Studio, a
collaborative design and build project.

Rula Khoury— Curatorial Advisor
Curator, Art Historian, and Critic

Rula Khoury was born in Haifa in 1982. She is a curator, art historian and art critic. She
received a Masters degree in art history from Haifa University (2011). Khoury was the
artistic director of Khalil Sakakini Culture Center (2014). She was the curator of Manam and
Mapping Procession at the Qalandiya International Biennale (2014). Currently Khoury lives
in New York City, where she is pursuing a Masters degree in Writing Art Criticism from the
School of Visual Arts.

Mary L. Evangelista

Director of Art Palestine International

Mary L. Evangelista has many years’ experience as a critic and curator. Her past
exhibitions have included Art New Zealand, a touring exhibition of contemporary Maori and
New Zealand artists, two exhibitions of contemporary Israeli Art, the exhibition Designing a
Nation’s Capitol at New Orleans Museum of Art, A Thousand and One Nights, an exhibition
of Palestinian art and story telling in Postmasters Gallery, NYC, and How Green Was My
Valley, an exhibition of Palestinian art in Whitebox Art Center, NYC. As a critic, she has
worked for publications including ARTNews, Saturday Review, and Newsday.

Karl Hohn — Game Programmer
Babycastles

Karl Hohn is a musician, artist, and web developer. His work includes games, net art,
web audio instruments, and experimental music made with 8-bit technology and tape
manipulation. He has been a member of Babycastles since March of 2016, where he has
booked experimental music performances and curated video game exhibitions. Originally
from Houston, TX, he currently lives in Brooklyn with his cat and about a dozen old
computers in various states of disrepair.

Stephen D. Ross — Consultant

Stephen D. Ross is an American philosopher, currently Distinguished Research
Professor of Philosophy, Interpretation, and Culture and of Comparative Literature at
Binghamton University. He has published over 30 books in interdisciplinary philosophy,
especially on art, literature, ethics, and metaphysics, from American pragmatism through
poststructuralism, from human beings to animals and things.

Art Palestine International
Art Palestine International is a New York-based cultural organization dedicated to
Palestinian contemporary art. We collaborate with museums, galleries, and non-profits to
produce art exhibitions, events, and publications. www.artpalestine.org

Babycastles
Babycastles is a registered 501C3 non-profit collective with roots in New York’s D.I.Y.
culture dedicated to building platforms for diversity in video games culture at every level
from creators to consumers, connecting the independent game developer community with
the broader New York art community, identifying exciting new voices in game creation from
around the world and providing them exposure to new audiences.
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